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1) Connect With Influencers 
Get found by having someone else point you out. 

 

 

An influencer is a well-connected and a trusted individual who has the            
power to affect other people’s actions because of their expertise, authority,           
or reputation. Influencers tend to have a large and loyal active following. 

 

The easiest, simplest and fastest way to get on the radar of influencers is              
by supporting them. If they have a newsletter, sign up. If they are a              
blogger, comment on their blogs. Not about you, but about them, and their             
content. If they are on facebook, like them. Offer your thoughts and tag             
them when you post or retweet. And that goes for any platform. There will              
almost always be a Like or Share option. Go ahead. Help them get what              
they want. 

 

Zig Ziglar, an author and motivational speaker famously said: “You can           
have everything in life you want, if you will just help other people get what               
they want.”  Priceless insight. 

 

Sign up for their programs, and be one of their success stories. Once you              
get this far, offer to write a recommendation, or a testimonial. Collaborating            
with key influencers in your niche is one of the most effective ways to reach               
the masses and spread your brand's message across various channels. 

 

If you have your own platform, like a podcast or blog, offer to interview              
them and give them exposure and increased their discoverability.         



Showcase them as an expert and influencer. This gets you an opportunity            
to share something new with your tribe, and also allows them bragging            
rights to their tribe. If they aren’t free for an interview, you can always              
promote them anyway. Share the details of what you have learned from            
the influencers you follow across your own social media or within a blog             
post. Influencers are often particularly interested in what is being put out            
into the community when it directly tags them. 

 

As things develop, ask influencers for permission-based endorsements.        
Ask if you can send them copies of your book. Or if you can send a                
pre-release section, ask them for them for an encouraging review. If you            
are still in the planning and creation stages, you can ask them for opinions              
and suggestions if that meets with your model. Once it’s released, ask            
them for an endorsement and/or a review. And if it is encouraging ask if              
they would be willing to promote it to their audiences for you. 

 

Influencers are well respected and highly visible in their niche. They have            
earned the trust of their audience through the content they provide and            
have built their credibility as "influencers". When they promote your          
content to their tribe, you not only get exposure, you get respect that comes              
from their consideration and endorsement. 

 

Once you’ve received an endorsement, don’t just throw out a “Thank you”.            
Be specific and cite something that particularly impacted you. Simple          
platitudes get lost in the noise. When you truly appreciate something an            
influencer has shared, be specific about why it made an impression on you. 

 

  



 

2) Show Yourself 
Get found by standing in the limelight 

 

 

Use your picture.  

Your actual picture.  

Yes….. YOU.  

I hope that was clear.  

 

Whether it’s Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, or another network, it’s important          
to represent yourself as yourself online. Even if you use a pseudonym,            
your actual picture is the best way for people to get a strong connection to               
you. And connection leads to trust. And trust leads to new purchases and             
further engagement. 

 

Now, you’ve probably heard of the theory of Raving Fans. Customer           
service is key. And your audience - your raving fan base - they are people               
first, and customers second. As an author, having them like you as a             
person is part of the deal. Your most precious and valuable audience            
members - your most impactful and influential - are the ones who want to              
know you as a person. While it’s a fine line to not open yourself up to                
dangers of a stalker (so, yeah, don’t post your address and phone number),             
your fans want to know something about your life. And they want to know              
that you appreciate and recognize them as people too.  

 

The best way for them to get to know you is to choose to show yourself.                



Showing them a little about your life can strongly enhance your fan            
engagement. The quickest and easiest, (not to mention the most common)           
way of doing this, is by offering up tidbits on social media. Pictures of your               
regular life and the things you like. Sharing on social media can make             
your fan base feel like they get a glimpse about who you are as a person.                
Pets and gardens are fantastic connectors if you are concerned about           
people getting “too close.”  

 

And remember - responding to comments they make as well as any emails             
you receive from your audience can be very important to your raving fans.  

 

  



3) Release an Audiobook.  Now. 
Get found by Non-Readers 

 

 

 

Audiobooks give you access to non-readers: That’s right! People who          
won’t read your book will be happy to pay for the content and consume it if                
it’s in audiobook format.   It’s the brass ring for a traditional print author. 

 

By the numbers: While Kindle numbers are declining and print numbers           
are remaining tepid at best, audiobooks are increasing year over year, and            
have been for seven years in a row. They are the only segment with              
double digit numbers. 

 

Stand out from the crowd: While there are about a hundred thousand books             
in audiobook format, there are millions in print. In fact, about one out of 20               
books are available in audio. With a growing population of listeners there            
will never be a better time to get into audio. 

 

It doesn’t have to be expensive, or time consuming, or overwhelming 

There are a ton of cost effective solutions out there. You can hire a              
narrator, an editor and a producer and get it done. Or you can use I’m               
Hearing Stories. They have two offerings to get your book into audio            
immediately. They have an implementation course called Authors        
Audiobook QuickStart BootCamp. At the end of the course the author will            
have a completed Audiobook for sale on Audible, iTunes and Amazon, with            
a button right next to their print book offering an audiobook version.  



 

You’ll never run out of stock 

One of the coolest features of digital content is that you never run out of               
stock. And neither does Amazon. Your book is always instantly          
purchasable and downloadable by users onto their smartphones. Never         
get backordered again. 

 

It doesn’t matter if you’re Indie or have a publisher 

If you’re an Indie author, the rights are yours. If your not, get with your               
publisher to see if they’ll get on the bandwagon. If your publisher says he’s              
not interested in producing one for you, ask if he’ll release the audiobook             
rights so you can get it done yourself. Ignoring a revenue stream from your              
audiobooks is the biggest mistake you can make. The opportunity is there            
to reach a new audience, and bring in royalties. 

 

They’ll get all your content: 

One last point here. If you are trying to get your readers to finish your book                
completely, audiobooks are statistically way out performing print and kindle.          
On average, only 10 percent of page-turners will finish all of your content.             
While listeners have an 80% chance of consuming your full book. And            
many will listen a second time.  Food for thought. 

  



4) Be an “Also Bought” 

Get Found by having Amazon Suggest You 

 

 
Help Amazon Help You. Amazon is personally motivated to help you make            
new sales. The genius engine at work inside Amazon created the Also            
Bought feature. You know the one? Well have you always wondered how            
they came up with that stuff? 

 

This feature is one of Amazon’s logarithms. While a publisher can not            
directly influence this number, their fan base can help. As a strategy,            
during your launch, you can recommend and encourage your readers to           
buy a book you want to be associated with, along with yours. Enough of              
those, and that can get you linked up with a heavier-hitting author. 

 

Want some more possibilities on how to hack the system? Derek Murphy's            
7 ways to hack Amazon’s “also bought” section and triple your book sales             
is a quick tutorial and seven strong suggestions that can take your sales             
numbers higher. And there’s an evident “help them first” component that           
we really like.  

  

http://www.creativindie.com/5-ways-to-hack-amazons-also-bought-section-and-triple-your-book-sales/
http://www.creativindie.com/5-ways-to-hack-amazons-also-bought-section-and-triple-your-book-sales/


5) Get Reviewed 
Get Found by leveraging OPO - Other People’s Opinions 

 

 

Whether in Audiobook or print, reviews can be key. Both the star rating             
and the detail of the review are considerations for different groups of            
people. And the number of reviews can also establish perceived value. A            
book with only one or two reviews, even if they are both 5-star reviews, can               
look like the author’s mom and best friend were the only ones inspired             
enough by your content to write a review.  

 

Don’t be obsessed with only getting 5 star reviews. A 4.9 star review is              
sometimes more compelling. Let’s face it. Your book is not going to            
appeal to everyone. If all your reviews are 5 star, it can look pretty trumped               
up. An occasional negative review from someone who just wasn’t that into            
it adds realism.  Own it and smile.  Your status points just went up.  

 

Putting a lot of effort into getting as many reviews as possible will             
frequently pay off. Leverage your email list and offer a give-away for the             
book, ebook, audiobook or even a signed copy. Encourage readers to           
leave a detailed and honest review. Be careful not to violate Amazon’s            
policy by stipulating or incentivizing readers to only leave positive reviews.           
And if you give away a free code, ask the reviewer to say that they received                
the book as a review copy. Failure to do comply can result in the review               
being removed.  A waste of time for everyone.  

  

  



6) Try a Radish 
Get Found in Small Bite-Sized Pieces 

 

 

Radish is a new app for introducing your content to readers in small             
bite-sized pieces.  This clever app uses gamification of fiction content. 

 

How? Radish follows gaming platforms like Candy Crush by offering its           
serialized chapters for free if the reader is prepared to wait a bit for access.               
Not willing to wait? Dying to see what happens next? Buy yourself the             
in-app Radish “coins,” that allows Radish readers to open a new chapter            
immediately - and this is when royalties are generated for the author.            
Delicious idea! 

 

Just when you thought it was hard to create a new space for reading,              
Radish creates a new digital reading experience designed for mobile          
devices. Their secret sauce? Offering original short fiction with 2,000-word          
chapters, written in a conversational style with cliffhangers at the end. If            
you’ve got fiction and can chunk your book into their format, and your             
willing to sign up for possibilities of “micropayments” - you may have            
another new set of fans and a new revenue stream all in one. 

 

 

  



 

7) Be the Bigger Person 
Get Found by being bigger than your book 

 
 
What if you were more than just the latest edition. Your book launch             
doesn't have to be the end goal. It can be the beginning of a larger process,                
such as a product launch or a marketing funnel. A book can build your              
authority and creates new revenue streams. 

 

As one author put it: my book is a really thick business card. Once you               
have a book you are seen as an authority, or expert, in your field, and it can                 
open up the door for other business opportunities, including speaking          
engagements that can grow your business and fuel your success even           
more.  

 

Give book readers the opportunity to keep getting communication from you, 
so you expand and enhance your relationship with them.  You can make an 
offer inside the book for free updates and additional content in exchange 
for sharing their contact information. Your book itself can be a lead magnet 
for another business. 

  



 

Wrap Up 
We hope we’ve sparked some possibilities to freshen up your perspective           
and ultimately get you found! 

 

Your success as an author is going to happen when people find you and              
absorb your content. The best investment in your success is to work            
toward becoming discoverable as an author in the millions of books           
available to readers today.  Increase your chances by following these tips.  

 

Get connected.  Get discovered.  Get found.  

 

 

 

 

Find out more by reaching us at info@imhearingstories.com, or checking 
out our website at www.ImHearingStories.com. 

 

mailto:info@imhearingstories.com
http://www.imhearingstories.com/

